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Abstract: Motivated by various applications of fin ite algebraic structu res, we give
general solut ions to the following problems, implicitly stated in [1] and (2]: for which
groups is eve ry fuzzy subgroupoid a fuzzy subgroup? and: for which groups are all
fuzzy subgroups of finite order ? The solutions are given for lattice valued fuzzy
subgroups, and particularly for interval valued ones ([0,1] fuzzy subgroups).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Fuzzy algebras, particularly fuzzy groups, have been extensively st udied
recently. Apart from purely algebraic reasons, it turned out that these structures can be
applied in various fields: informatics, coding theory (see [5, 6, 10] and references there
in ). biology {12], etc . Importance of finite fuzzy structures lies in the fact that they
uniquely represent ordered collect ions of cri sp structures (levels), which can be used for
representations of various collections of objects: binary block-codes, particular
correspondences between species (in biology) etc.

The present note was motivated by the foregoing applications. Its aim is to
give some answers to problems concerning the finitness of fuzzy groups.

In paper [2J, an example of a fuzzy subgroupoid which is not a fuzzy subgro up
of the corresponding group has been given (as the correction to a theorem in [l)). Here
we give the necessary and sufficient condit ions for a group under which all its fuzzy
subgroupoids are fuzzy subgroups. The solution is given for lattice valued subgroups,
however the answer is also valid for interval valued ones (i.e. for [O,lJ fuzzy subgroups).
It turns out that the group satisfying these conditions has to be a torsion one.
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In the cited papers some particular problems concerning fuzzy subgroups of
finite order have been solved; here in we give a general answer to the question: for
which groups are all fuzzy subgroups of a finite order ? In this case, the answer is
different for [O,l ]-valued an d for lattice valued fuzzy subgroups. Namely, in orde r to
have lattice valued subgroups of finite order only, a group should be fin ite, and in the
case of interval valued subgroups. it su ffices that a group satisfies the ascending and
descending chain conditions on subgroups.

We use the technique developed in [7, 8l, cons idering fuzzy subgroups as
collections of ordinary subgroups satisfying some conditions. Further applications of
these met hods and of finite fuzzy st ructures can be found in other papers listed in the
References.

2. PRELIMINARIES

Here we give some basic notions on fuzzy groupoids and groups. In the
following, q :(G,. ) will be a group and (L, I\.v) a complete lattice, with the
corresponding ordering S , and the top and the bottom elements 1 and 0.

( I) The mapping Il:G -to L is an Lfuezy groupoid of q if for all .r e G

(II) An L·fuzzy subgroupcid of fj is an L·fuzzy subgroup of fj for all r eG,

(III ) Since [0,1] is a complete lattice, definitions (I) and (II ) are also valid for [0,1]
valued fuzzy sets . We will call the corresponding notions fuzzy subgroupoids and fuzzy
groups.

(IV) [1] If Il:G -J' L is an L-fuzzy set, then order of Il is the cardinality of the set

3. RESULTS

The following propositions have been proved in [7] for arbitrary algebras ; here
we state them for groupoids and groups.

Proposition 1. Fuzzy set j.t:G -to L is a fuzzy groupoid if and only if all its
level sets are subgroupoids ofq .

Proposition 2. Fuzzy set Il:G -J' L is a fuzzy group if and only if all its level
sets are subgroups of q .
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P roposition 3 . Let 7 :: I Bi , i E I }be a family of subgroups of group q ::
(G, ·) closed under intersection and containing g . Let also (J'",S; ) be the lattice dual to
<.1".!,;; ) . Then Il:G -'.T. defined with: fo r x E G

(I )

is an Lwalued subgroup ofg. The collection of level subgroups of Il is '.T.

Recall that a torsion group is one for which all elements are of finite order .

Theorem 1. 9 is a torsion group if and only if every fuzzy subgroupoid of (j is
a fuzzy subgroup.

Proof. Suppose that q is a torsion gro up and that Il:G _ L is a fuzzy
subgroupcid on g . Consider a family 7 = {Bi,i E I )of level subgroupoids. For each i . (jj

is a subgroupcid of lj. Suppose that x E G j • Then, since 9 is a torsion group, x" = e {n is
a natural number, and e is a neutral element of ( lj ). and obviously e e Gi . Hence,

x - 1 = x", - I E G j , and 0
1

is a group. Since all level subsets are subgroups of q, by

P roposition 2, Il is a fuzzy gro up.

We prove the converse by contraposition. Suppose that q is not a to rsion group.
Then, there is an element of infinite order x e G. We consider a subgroup 1f of q
generated by x , This subgroup is isomorphic with (Z,+), and has a subgroupoid ~

isomorphic with (N,+) , We denote the corresponding elements of H with x j, i e Z, if xi

corresponds to i under the mentioned isomorphism. Now, we define a fuzzy subset 0 in
the following way :

for a e L,a ;itO:

{
a. if i eN

"(xl =
0, else where .

Level subsets of IJ. are X and lj itself, and ~ is a subgroupoid of1f. and hence of
q (it is isomorphic with (N,+). while Jl is isomorphic with (Z ,+», 1.1 is a fuzzy
subgroupoid of q <Proposition 1). Hence, it is not its fuzzy subgroup (by Proposition 2).
This proves that there is a fuzzy subgroupoid which is not a fuzzy group.

Obviously, since [0,1) is a complete lattice, Theore m 1 is valid for [0,1] -valued
fuzzy groups as well .

Recall that a group satisfies the Descending Chain Condition (DCC) on
subgroups if every str ictly descending chain of its subgroups is finite. The dual notion is
the Ascend ing Chain Condition (ACC).

Theorem 2 , Every fuzzy subgroup of a group (j is of finite order if and only i f
lj sa tisfies DCC and ACC on subgroups.
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Proof. We shall prove both implications by contrapositions. First, if t here is
a fuzzy subgro up J.l:G -+ [0,1) which is of infinite order then for all values of the
function IJ, the corresponding level subgroups are different. If Jl( r ) '" u 1 and J.l{Y) = u 2

then G and G differ at least in x or y , This means that there are infinitely many
III 1)2

different level subgroups, i.e ., in the subgroup lattice tj there is an infinite chain , which
proves that q does not satisfy ACe nor DeC.

Conversely. if q does not satisfy ACe nor DCC, then there is an infinite chain
of subgroups. By Theorem 6 in (1] we can construct a fuzzy subgroup of (j of infinite
order .

The previous theorem is val id only for (O,l]-valued fuzzy subgro ups, because
for the lattice valued ones it is possible that a group satisfies DeCand Ace and that it
is infinite, and hence could have an L·fuzzy subgroup of infinite order, which is shown
by t he following example.

Example.

Let q be an infinite group aU of whose proper subgroups are of prime order
(the construction of such a group is due to A. Olshanakii, see [3]; t he nu mber of primes
occu ring as orders of subgroups in such a group is also infinite). The lattice Subq of
subgroups of such group is given in Fig. 1 (proper subgroups are denoted by H P, ).

We shall construct an L-fuzzy subgroup of q, with L being the above lattice of
subgroups of (j. Let ~:G --+ L be such that for x E G

I!(%)::: H p.' provided that % E H P.' %~ e, and

~(e) - G.

e .

Subg

e

Figure I.
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~ is well defined., since the intersection of any two different proper subgroups
of q contains only the neutral element e. The proof that ~ is a fuzzy subgroup of q is
st raightforward.

The order of ~ is infinite, however q obviously satisfies both DCC and ACC on
subgroups .

The next theorem proves that a necessary and sufficient condition for all fuzzy
subgroups of a group q to have finite order is that this group is finite .

Theorem 3. Every L-fuzzy subgroup of a group tj is of finite order if and only
if tj is finite. .

Proof. If tj is a finite group, then obviously it is of finite order.

Conversely, if tj is infinite, then it has infinitely many subgroups. Indeed, if it
contains a subgroup isomorphic with an infinite cyclic group, then this subgroup has
infinitely many subgroups which are subgroups of tj as well. If it does not contain an
infinite cyclic subgroup then it contain infini tely many cyclic groups of finite order. In
any case, the lattice of subgroups of the group tj is infinite. Now, we can construct a
fuzzy subgroup of infinite order q in the following way:

We take Subtj to be a set of values, and define ~:G ~ Subtj in the following
way:

"(x):. nH .
H <G/uH

By Proposition 3 1.1 is an L-fuzzy subgroup of (j the set of levels of which is
Subq. Since q is infinite it has infinitely many cyclic subgroups, and hence ~ has
infinitely many different values.
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